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Summary

Contact Us

Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.3.
More
New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Contact Vix Resources to discuss any
questions you have in relation to
upgrades or changes to
functionality.

New Features, Improvements and Fixes
New Features
1. Booking Statuses have been updated for transports integrated through the Carrier Bookings API. The booking status will combine the SAM and
External status to show an overall status. The statuses are Awaiting Confirmation and Confirmed. These will be shown in SAM and the Workforce
Kiosk.

Improvements
1. The Project Drop Down has been update to be more consistent with other drop down (such as Department). Please note this field is for use with
the Advanced Forecasting Tool (AFT), for more information about how AFT can assist your business, please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk.
2. The Multiple Reschedule page has been updated to allow selection of multi-sector transports to be rescheduled from or to.
3. Workforce Report SRF294 Login Info has been updated to allow inactive users to be excluded. [#25716]
4. Workflow Users have been updated to make the email address mandatory only when the user has a login. [#25621]
5. Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Manifest Upload Template has been updated to include all transports when the /tc criteria is empty. This
changes the current setup which would default to QQ transport codes.
6. The SAM Accommodation Arrivals and Departures pages have been enhanced to allow your Facilities Manager to select a Shift Status for the
traveller when they check-in/out of the facility. This allows for better discrepancy reporting and having more accurate information on the
travellers behaviour.
7. SAM has been updated to allow offsite shift statuses to be added where no status currently exists. This enables updates to be made via the
Change Shift Visual page in SAM. Please note the page will load showing the Default Offsite status. [#25649] [#25611]
8. Workforce Report AFT103 Camp Manday Forecasting has been updated with the ability to optionally include totals in the report.
9. Folio and Site Travel documents in Workflow have been updated with the ability to mark a reschedule or remove as being a No Show. [#25447]
10. Workforce Report SRF173 Manifest has been updated to include the direction of travel for a transport.
11. The Profile Summary List View in Workflow has been updated to use the Booking Date when working on a booking. [#25539]
12. Lockers have been updated to allow better management of Locker Locations, including the ability to deactivate locations when no longer
required. [#25535]
13. SAM profiles have been updated to default the Commence Date to be Today. [#25458]
14. SRF323 Permanent Room Utilisation Report has been improved to also display the percentage of utilisation of a permanent rooms owners room
by a hotelled guest.
15. Workforce Report SRF210 Room Lock has been updated to include a summary showing the number of rooms per lock type for each camp being
reported on. The data sheet has been updated to include the Created User details as well as the Last Updated User details. [#25487]
16. Room Locks in SAM have been updated to show who created as well as who last updated. The date and time are also included as tool tips for the
created and last updated users. [#25487]
17. Transports in SAM have been updated to allow Integration and Commercially Managed flags to be applied at the same time. This allows the
number of seats to be hidden when searching for a transport for a booking whilst maintaining the rest of the rules. This also allows for transports
to categorised as Unknown in the availability indicators as the bookings are not confirmed until the commercial carrier advises. [#23261]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where rescheduling from a day trip to an overnight booking in Workflow could fail. [#25895]
2. Fixed an issue where curly brackets in a flight code or description could cause an error when selecting the flight.
3. Fixed an issue where a booking reference could be incorrectly copied when rescheduling via the Folio even though the SAM Parameter
ClearBookingReferenceOnReschedule is set to Y. [#25881]
4. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to clear a Transport Group selected by a requestor when creating a profile in Workflow as the approver.
[#25887]
5. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to create a request for an OUT/IN booking via the Workflow Site Travel document. [#25862]
6. Fixed an issue where the Roster Preview in Workflow may not show the correct transports if the profile was yet to be created in SAM. [#25851]
7. Fixed an issue where newly released mobile numbers were being marked as invalid. [#25807]
8. Fixed an issue where downloading an attachment from a Workflow document could result in an error. [#25755]
9. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF306 Night Audit Report could incorrectly report a traveller had a split booking even though they were
not onsite. [#25758]
10. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF261 Occupancy Review was not showing the correct Employer for a day trip. [#25735]
11. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to update the resource type of a profile being reactivated via Workflow. [#25741]
12. Fixed an issue where it was not clear which room number was being reported on in Workforce Report SRF323 Permanent Room Owner
Utilisation when selecting the Profiles Room Number in the output fields criteria. [#25586]
13. Fixed an issue where usernames with a single quote could cause an error. All existing usernames with a quote will be updated to remove the
quote and new usernames will not allow the addition of single or double quotes. [#25694]
14. Fixed an issue where the creation of certain look up data was not being audited. [#25648]
15. Fixed an issue where the Prefix was not populating the default value when creating a new profile. [#25458]
16. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF233 Charter Transport Upload Manifest where passengers booked on multi-sectors could have their
booking incorrectly split into multiple manifests even though they are booked on the multi-sector. [#25435]
17. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF241 Profile Change Audit where it could show incorrect audits for Groups where the person had been
a member of different Group Details over various date ranges. [#25387]

